To:

From: STOCKHOLM

No: 2953

21st December 1945

"CHANJE[SLUCHAJNYJ][i] changed his route and on 20th December 1945 left by boat for the USSR via FINLAND.

No. 164

APRAKSin[iii]

To Shch[iii].

[16 groups unrecovered]

[BT SEAMAN[MIKHAYL][iv]

[Continued overleaf]
Comments: [i] CHANGE: Unidentified covername. Also occurs in STOCKHOLM's No. 2555 of 16th December 1945 (3/WBP/Tr 854).

[ii] APRAXIN: Pavel Aleksandrovich KIRSANOV, 2nd Secretary at the Soviet Legation in STOCKHOLM.

[iii] Shch.: Col, Aleksei Shokin, Head of Cipher Section of MGB.

[iv] SHAMAN: Vladimir Mikhailovich PETROV, cipher clerk at the Soviet Legation in STOCKHOLM.